format photography series that Ling produced while serving as Master Artist-in-Residence. She explored architectural remnants of ancient cultures.

Numerous bodies of documentary work inspired by the solitude of nature and unspoiled landscapes. Emily Carr wrote Carr. "The fields were lovely, lying like a spread of gay patchwork against the earth." The fields were dotted with bright flowers, long grass, and orderly, well-trimmed trees.

She began to paint the country's landscape in a more expressive, intuitive and unexpected way. Initially dismissive of the photograph—because "the heads were chopped off"—the renowned artist only began to see it as an inspiration for her work after it was presented to her.

This was one of Morrice's favourite spots in Venice—a city he repeatedly visited in search of inspiration. Known for his simplified forms and bold use of colour, Morrice was a pioneer of modernist painting in Canada and his work continues to influence artists today.

If you would like to support our important work, please sign up here. The ACI is a not-for-profit educational charity that receives no government funding. We rely on the generosity of individuals, corporations, and foundations.

The warmth of a Hungarian summer day by the lake is shared in this close-up view of a contorting tree trunk. In this lively scene of the famous rowing regatta in the Bay of La Concha in Spain, Frances Anne Hopkins (1836–1919) takes us to Lake Superior with her viewer in the Florida wetlands. Exploring the splendour of famous destinations, others, like Elaine Ling's 2002 spray and dots of spray, the falling shine, the light. Her words document the spontaneous quality that also captures the energy of Lake Superior.

The ACI is a not-for-profit educational charity that receives no government funding. We rely on the generosity of individuals, corporations, and foundations. Learn more about Belmore's project and sign up here to receive updates.

Wanderlust is at an all-time high as pandemic restrictions have lifted and travel becomes easier. The ACI is thrilled to present our new exhibitions and events, and we hope you will be able to visit us in person soon. We wish you a happy and safe long weekend—and send you into it with this week's travel selections. Like you, we are excited about the promise of travel and adventure.